. Foundation walls of temples 67a and 67b on Schönbühl (© the author).
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© 2018 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD Figure S3 . The star phases for Arising and Laying Hidden (ALH) stars (Brady 2015, 82) . The period of invisibility for such a star starts following the acronychal setting -that is, the last time it can be seen setting after sunset. The first time it appears in the sky again some time later is the heliacal rising, which occurs before sunrise. After this, the star rises a bit earlier each morning until eventually it sets at the time the sun rises: this is called the morning setting. The star then sets earlier each morning and rises again the following evening after sunset, until it rises for the last time when the sun sets: this event is called the evening rising. In this last phase, at sunset the star appears lower and lower up in the sky before the cycle starts again with the next achronycal setting. With regard to observational quality, acronychal setting and evening rising are last-time events whereas heliacal rising and morning setting are first-time events: after its heliacal rising a star can be seen rising many mornings and after its morning setting it can be seen setting many nights (Robinson 2009, 357 
